Sovereign Hill discovery tour map:
EXHIBIT
Gold Mine
Red Hill Gully Diggings
EXHIBIT
Ballarat Hook
Red Hill Gully
Diggings
EXHIBIT
Colonial Bank
Of Australasia
Main Street
EXHIBIT
Battery House
Sovereign Quartz Mining
Company

GOLD FEVER TOUR
Enrich your class’ experience of the Gold Fever education
session by exploring these museum exhibits and questions
either before or after your education session and in any order.
In Gold Fever, students join the rush to One Eye Gully, reliving the
highs and lows of gold fever. Through role-play they experience the
frustrations that led to the Eureka Rebellion from the perspectives of
diggers, gold buyers and troopers.
Sovereign Hill is a living museum featuring re-created gold rush
buildings, streetscapes, technologies and fashions in addition to
original 19th century artefacts. Every exhibit in this museum has been
carefully researched to ensure Ballarat’s famous gold rush is
represented as accurately as possible.
This is a Victorian Curriculum-aligned teaching and learning
resource designed by the Sovereign Hill Museums Association’s
Education Officers.

GOLD MINE

BALLARAT HOOK

COLONIAL BANK OF AUSTRALASIA

BATTERY HOUSE

At the start of Victoria's gold rushes, gold was
extracted from the sand and gravel located in and
around creek beds or just below the surface, on the
slopes of hills and gullies. When this ‘easy gold’
became harder to find some chose to dig deeper.
While there were great riches to be found in the buried
rivers of Ballarat, it could be very dangerous.
Underground, the miners constantly battled against
the threat of water, which could flood mines and made
the ground dangerously unstable. To deal with the
danger of unstable ground, they started to dig
rectangular shafts instead of round holes. This
enabled them to support the walls of their shafts with
split timbers which reduced the risk mines collapsing.

A hook was a very important tool on the goldfields.
They were quite expensive because they were
typically handmade at this time. If imported metal
ones weren’t available, they could be made of
wood or leather. The curious swirly hook keeping
this bucket attached to the windlass rope was a
Ballarat invention. A bucket full of rocks, gold or
water is dangerous to stand under when it is
brought to the surface; if it were to fall on the miner
below, he could be injured or killed.

Banks opened across Victoria’s goldfields in 1853-4
so miners no longer had to risk the journey to
Melbourne (five days walk) or Geelong (three days
walk) to put their gold in the safe vaults of a bank.
These banks were privately owned. While some
large nuggets were stored in banks, most gold was
first smelted and assayed (turned into a gold bar
[ingot] which would burn off impurities in the process)
and would then be delivered to the bank.

Questions to explore:
What could have motivated the miners to

Why do you think travelling to Melbourne or

When the gold that that was close to the surface began
to run out, steam engines assisted in digging deeper
mines – up to 700 metres deep! This type of gold mining
is often called quartz mining because the gold has been
deposited within the quartz (primary deposit).
Therefore, if miners can find reefs of quartz and crush
it using machines (a hammer is not efficient and is just
plain dangerous), small amounts of gold might be
extracted from it. Separating the crushed quartz dust
from gold dust requires the use of dangerous chemicals
such as mercury and cyanide, making this highly skilled
work. The battery house shows how quartz was
processed using large, noisy steam-powered
hammers.

Questions to explore:

invent the swirly hook? To improve mining

dangerous? There were many active bushrangers

What technologies might early miners have used

safety. The Ballarat hook saved many miners’ lives

to search for gold? Shovels, picks, buckets, rope,

because it had an extra loop.

nails and metal handles were imported or bought from
overseas to help with mining work until factories
started to appear in Australia in 1860s.
What do you think makes this kind of mining
dangerous? Mine collapses, underground rivers
(drowning), broken bones, freezing temperatures,
tripping accidents at night in the dark & human waste.
How might mines like these have impacted the
local environment? Topsoil was covered with clay
from deep underground, local forests were cleared to
make space for mines, wood was used to build and
line the mines which stopped them from collapsing,
bush carpentry and miners had no toilets which meant
their

waste

polluted

rivers.

The

windlass

is

constructed from wood, creating a hand-powered
machine typically to bring water to the surface.

Questions to explore:

Why do you think there were no plastic buckets
on the goldfields? Plastic wasn’t invented until
the 20th century.
How do we know what gold rush buckets
looked like? By examining original gold rush
buckets and primary source documents, such as
those in our collection
Where else can you see technology that
assisted the miners on the diggings? Across
the road is the “Whim” which is a horse-drawn gold
mining machine. This was a quicker way to get
water and rock out of a mine, one in and one out.

Geelong to deliver gold to a bank was
(escaped convicts/criminals) during the 1850s (not
Ned Kelly).

How did the work of miners change from the start
to the end of Ballarat’s gold rush? It went from

What is this building made out of? It is made of
double brick for extra security. Why do you think
it's that material? If it was made of timber it would
be easy to rob and could burn down.

the living museum instead of tents? Chronology:
Sovereign Hill’s Main and Speedwell streets along
with Golden Point Road represent the mid to late
1850s, by which time Ballarat was very rich and was
a more

permanent

community.

In

comparison the Red Hill Gully represents the early
1850s when people had just arrived at the diggings
and lived in tents / simple huts instead.

individual to company (group) mining, and the dangers
became greater – quartz mines could flood or collapse
killing dozens of people at a time, or boiler houses
could explode. This is when occupational safety and
unions became a focus in workplaces.

Why do you think there are houses in this part of

becoming

Questions to explore:

How and where is the steam produced to power this
battery house? Visit the Boiler House near the big
chimney to explore how wood was burnt to boil water
and produce steam, you can follow the pipes!

